Abstract: An efficient method is described for the determination of the Volterra kernels of a discrete nonlinear system. It makes use of the Wiener general model for a nonlinear system to achieve a change of basis. The orthonormal basis required by the model is constructed from a modified binary maximum sequence (MLS). A multilevel test sequence is generated by time reversing the MLS used to form the model and suitably summing delayed forms of the sequence. This allows a sparse matrix solution of the Wiener model coefficients to be performed. The Volterra kernels are then obtained from the Wiener model by a change of basis.
Introduction
The Volterra series [1] has been used to model nonlinear systems such as electrodynamic loudspeakers [2] and the human auditory system [3] . It expands the impulse response model of a linear system by representing nonlinearity as a set of higher-order impulse responses termed kernels. In its discrete form the Volterra series of a causal system may be expressed as [4] where u and y are the input and output, respectively, and h r is the r th-order kernel. It has been shown that a wide class of nonlinear systems may be represented as such a Volterra filter of finite order N and memory M for a finite range of excitation [4] .
Existing methods for the identification of Volterra kernels have proved computationally burdensome. Many use the crosscorrelation of gaussian random variables [5] requiring long sequence lengths as the result converges for an infinite sequence. Binary maximum length sequences (MLS) have been used as excitation [3] but, as they do not fully excite even a simple nonlinear system, cannot fully identify a Volterra filter [6] . Nowak and Van Veen use a multilevel MLS to fully excite a Volterra filter however, the method requires very long test sequences owing to the extended filter approach [6] . This paper describes a method that efficiently determines the kernels of a nonlinear system that can be represented as a Volterra filter. It makes use of the general Wiener model of a nonlinear system as shown in Fig. 1 [7] . This decomposes the nonlinearity into a parallel set of linear filters which comprise all of the time-varying part of the model, termed the memory of the system. The nonlinear part of the model comprises every possible r th order product of the filter outputs for each order r . The outputs are then multiplied by a coefficient and summed to give the overall model. The impulse responses of the linear filters form an orthonormal set for which Wiener used Laguerre functions to aid identification when gaussian distributed noise is used to excite the system. The model topology and filter impulse responses are predefined so that only the coefficient values need be determined to model a system. This paper demonstrates that the discrete Volterra filter can be represented as a Wiener model using a finite set of discrete functions. It then shows how these functions can be made from a single binary MLS. The MLS that forms the linear section of the model is used to generate a multilevel sequence that allows the coefficients of the Wiener model to be efficiently determined. The kernels of the Volterra model can then be obtained by a change of basis.
Expression of Volterra series using orthonormal basis
Define a column vector h r
Fig.1 General Wiener model of nonlinear system
Identification of discrete Volterra series using maximum length sequences
Indexing terms: Loudspeaker modelling, Nonlinear system modelling, Volterra algorithm and a row vector u n All the r th-order products of the input from u ( n ) to u ( n -M + 1) may be expressed as the r th-order Kronecker product (denoted as the superscript [ r ] ) of u n with itself where ⊗ is the Kronecker product between two matrices, a review of which is given in [8, 9] . Then eqn. 1 can be represented in vector notation as Define a matrix M of dimension M × M with columns that form an orthonormal basis which spans the space R M . Consider the product of two matrices A [ r ] and B [ r ] , by the mixed product rule [8] Repeated application of eqn. 3 obtains the following:
As M is orthonormal MM T = I M where I M is the M × M identity matrix. Then applying eqn. 4 gives Thus the r th-order Kronecker product of M forms an orthonormal basis spanning the space R M . This allows the r th-order Volterra kernel h r which is of dimension M r to be represented as g r , a column vector of the same dimension, by where 1/ α is a constant that is defined later.
Using the symmetry of the kernels of a Volterra series [10] it is possible to reduce the size of the vectors for r > 1. If each row of h r is labelled by an ordered set < i 1 , i 2 , ..., i r > representing the point h r ( i 1 , ..., i r ) the rows that contain the same elements in the set irrespective of order are all points of symmetry in h r . Thus there are only l unique rows in h r given by the binomial [11] Define a matrix Q r which sums the symmetrical points in h r removing any duplicate rows such that we are left with rows < i 1 , i 2 , ..., i r > with the condition i 1 ≤ i 2 ≤ ... ≤ i r . Q r is a {1, 0} matrix, that is it only contains 1 or 0 as its elements. This is demonstrated for a simple case shown below:
The formation of u n
[ r ] by the Kronecker product introduces the same symmetries that allowed the removal of the rows in h r . Thus the corresponding columns of u n [r] can be removed by the matrix we define as P r again a {1, 0} matrix. This operation does not need to add the symmetrical columns just remove them. The following example illustrates the operation:
Finally we incorporate the change of basis and the reduction due to symmetry to give an alternative form of the Volterra filter that was defined by eqn. 2 as This is in fact equivalent to the Wiener general model described by Schetzen [7] and shown in Fig. 1 . The columns of matrix M are equivalent to the set of parallel filters in the model which are convolved with the input. The Kronecker product of the resulting matrix is equivalent to all the possible rth-order products, each of which is multiplied by a weight given as elements of g r . The result is then summed to give the scaler output at sample n.
Define a partitioned matrix A and a partitioned column vector g The inversion of A poses a problem as it can be of very large dimension for a Volterra filter of any but trivial systems. The input vectors u n and the basis M are defined such that A is sparse and also nonsingular thus, allowing the coefficients to be determined efficiently.
Forming an orthonormal basis from an MLS
Binary maximum length sequences are a class of pseudorandom sequences that have an autocorrelation function that approaches a delta function and can be simply generated using a recursive shift register [12] . These properties have been widely used for the measurement of linear systems using MLS excitation [13] . Unfortunately the higher-order autocorrelation function is not as precise so preventing the identification of nonlinear systems using crosscorrelation methods with MLS excitation [14] . We make use of the first-order autocorrelation function of a binary MLS to construct an orthonormal basis for use with the Wiener model discussed previously. Let w 0 (n) be a binary MLS which repeats every M samples where M = 2 q -1 for q a positive integer. Then let w i (n) be w 0 (n) shifted by i places, w i (n) = w 0 (n -i). The crosscorrelation between any two of the functions w i (n) and w j (n) is [12] An orthonormal set of functions is needed for which there is a requirement that R(w i , w j ) = 0 for i ≠ j. For linear measurements this problem of true orthonormality is usually ignored as for large M the result is only a small DC offset in an impulse response measurement. In fact Vanderkooy [15] states that, for linear measurements, not correcting the DC offset is an advantage for systems which possess some even-order nonlinear errors. However, the nonlinear performance is taken into account and strict orthonormality is required for the construction of a basis so the DC offset is corrected using the procedure discussed subsequently.
Introducing a scale factor a and a constant c obtains the function m i (n) = a(w i (n) + c) with the corresponding crosscorrelation function If the most frequent symbol of the MLS is cast to +1 and the least to -1 then w i (n) = 1. For the functions to be orthonormal requires b = 1 and d = 0 giving the following simultaneous equations:
Solving gives
We choose the positive solution of c as it produces the smallest offset but there is no reason against using the negative solution, essentially the choice being arbitrary.
There are M possible functions m i (n) which form an orthonormal set, each is used as the ith column of the matrix M so constructing the orthonormal basis required by the Wiener model. Introducing an MLS restricts the memory of the model to the length of an MLS given by M = 2 q -1 for q a positive integer.
Solution of Volterra filter coefficients
To solve for the coefficients in the model given by eqn. 11 the matrix A needs to be as sparse as possible. To demonstrate how this is achieved consider a model using an MLS of length seven samples. This has a linear section made up of the seven possible orthonormal functions m i (n), i = 0... 6 which make up the columns of the matrix M. Fig. 2 shows the result of applying an input sequence which is a time reversed form of m 0 (n).
The outputs of the linear section of the example are a set of delta functions. Thus, the output of the overall model at one sampling instant is dependent on only a limited set of the coefficients. By applying the correct combination of the reversed functions m i (n) summed appropriately it is possible to determine all of the coefficients. Furthermore, we show that the derived set of excitations form a minimal set which allows the L unique Volterra filter coefficients to be determined with only L observations.
Input sequence definition to make matrix A sparse
To refer to the rows (or columns) of the partitioned matrices we define an unordered set I = {i 1 , ..., i n } = {i: 0 ≤ i < M}. An n-element set is required for each row of the nth partition with all possible n sets in the nth partition. If the elements of each set are arranged such that i 1 ≤ i 2 ≤ ... i n the sets increase in natural order with the first row in each partition labelled by the all zero set. A row in the nth partition of a matrix B is then defined as b{i 1 , ..., i n }. The relationship I ⊂ J denotes I a proper subset of J whereas I ⊆ J denotes I a subset of J.
Define a matrix X that is partitioned into N parts and forms the excitation matrix which consists of L rows, with L = f(M, N).
Fig.2 Example of Wiener model using MLS to form linear filters
where m j is the jth column of the matrix M. Each row is the sum of various combinations of the sequences m j (n), all such sums up to the Nth order are included in X. The constant α allows the input sequence to have an arbitrary amplitude as is required with measuring practical systems. Manipulating X into the required Toeplitz form is discussed later.
The rows of X form the vectors u i in the matrix A defined in eqn. 8. If the ith row of A is defined by the set I = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i s } and the jth column by the set J = {j 1 , j 2 , ..., j r } using our defined notation, the element a ij of A is given by From the definition of X and by applying the mixed product rule [8] where δ(n) is the Kronecker delta. Thus a ij = 0 unless By including the scale factor α in eqn. 5 A has been made independent of the input amplitude. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the matrix A for N = 3 and M = 3.
Efficient method of inverting matrix A
As we have an excitation matrix with L rows with L = f(M, N) the LMS solution of eqn. 11 is met however, the matrix A cannot be easily inverted using existing routines. Thus the solution of eqn. 11 is achieved by utilising the sparseness of A, breaking up the problem into smaller stages which are carried out in many blocks by back substituting the solution of earlier stages. The solution is carried out in N stages, each stage p will be broken up into many blocks n. The rows of the example matrix shown in Fig. 3 are labelled with the appropriate solution stage and block.
We now give the solution for the general case of stage p and block n. The rows and columns of A are tagged by sets I and J as defined previously. Consider a set: K pn = {k 1 , ..., k p } = {k: 0 ≤ k < M, no repetition of elements}. As there are possible combinations [11] , Select a set of rows R pn of the matrix A for which R pn = {I : I = K pn }. Define a vector y pn which contains the rows of y that correspond to these selected rows. The number of rows is given by using the function defined by eqn. 9.
The rows of g are each labelled by a set J as they commute with the columns of A. Define a vector g (new)pn consisting of the rows of g given by the set of rows new pn = {J:J = K pn }. As new pn = R pn the dimension of g (new)pn is 1 + f(p, N -p) . Similarly define g (old)pn from the set of rows old pn = {J: f(p, N -p) ) which is zero for p = 1.
From eqn. 15 the selected rows in A are nonzero only in the columns for which J ⊆ I. As I = K pn then the nonzero condition for the selected rows is J ⊆ K pn giving a set of nonzero columns: C pn = {J:J ⊆ K pn }. As C pn = old pn + new pn all the nonzero elements in the selected rows commute with either g (new)pn or g (old)pn . Hence, define two submatrices of A using the nonzero elements of the selected rows giving A (old)p which commutes with g (old)pn and A (new)p that commutes with g (new)pn . The elements of A (old)p and A (new)p are given by the relationship eqn. 15 which depends on the intersection of set elements and not their actual value. Thus, the values of the elements depend only on the stage p and the maximum order N, dividing the matrix A into N pairs of identical submatrices. The set of matrices A (old)P and can be calculated if the order N is known as they are independent of any other model parameter. The size and condition of A (new)p , which is always square, makes it possible obtain the inverse using existing routines. Table 1 gives the condition number for each matrix for up to a sixth-order solution. As the solution for each stage is the result of a back substitution from earlier stages the condition number of the whole process will be the product of the condition numbers of each of the submatrices.
Improving the condition of the problem
The solution discussed previously suffers from poor conditioning for higher-order systems. This is in common with many solutions of a Volterra-type problem particularly with higher-order models [6, 16] . The conditioning of the problem is determined only by the condition number of the matrix A. The elements of A are fixed by eqn. 14 from the excitation matrix X. Hence, a method is introduced whereby the elements in A can be altered by adjusting the relative levels of the test sequence while the maximum amplitude is maintained at the same level as previously defined. The levels were set arbitrarily in Section 4.1 as equally spaced points through the transfer function by adding delayed combinations of an MLS. The ideal excitation levels are not easily determined using an analytic approach so an alternative method is used using a numerical search algorithm.
Thus we redefine the constant used in the matrix X to be αβ s where s is the partition in X. The constant α still defines the global level of the test sequence while β s changes the relative levels to improve the condition of A (new)p . The peak amplitude of each row of X is given by where a and c are the MLS multiplier and offset as defined by eqn. 13. One of the constants β N is set to a fixed value of 1 giving the peak value of the whole input sequence to be The change of basis has a new constant introduced so that eqn. 5 becomes Now the element a ij in the matrix A is given by eqn. 14 together with the new constants as
The choice of such a scheme for the constants is to ensure the matrices A (new)p and A (old)p depend only on the order of the system and the newly introduced constants, allowing them to be calculated in advance of a measurement. A simulated annealing algorithm was applied [17] to give the minimised condition numbers shown in Table 2 .
Change of basis
Unlike the Volterra kernel representation, the vector g of the Wiener model coefficients does not have any directly interpretable results. Thus, the Volterra kernels are obtained from the relationship given in eqn. 19 . The size of this matrix operation can be greatly reduced from the order of M 2r to rM r+1 operations by making use of the algorithm devised by Nowak and Van Veen [6] . This decomposes the matrix operation M [r] g r into repeated operations of the type Md where d is a vector containing elements from g r . It uses the Kronecker product theorem T2.13 shown by Brewer [8] applied recursively.
The operation count of this process can be further reduced by making use of the formation of M from a binary MLS. This allows the process Md to be performed using the fast Hadamard transform in the order of 2.5Mlog 2 M operations [18, 19] . This gives the operation count for the change of basis for N kernels as the order of Σ N r =1 2.5rM r log 2 M operations not including some additional book keeping.
Generation of test sequence
The input matrix must be of the Toeplitz form to represent a test sequence applied to the model. Define a matrix U that can be permuted by S to give the earlier defined excitation matrix X by the relationship X = SU. The matrix U must be of the form the first column of which forms the input sequence. The rows of X can be organised into blocks of M rows that are of the Toeplitz form, generally given by with the indices calculated modulus M. The first line of the block, the start set, defines the whole block which can only be M rows long as m i+M = m i .
The matrix U can thus be generated by including all the possible blocks and inserting M -1 rows between them to make the transition between blocks of the Toeplitz form. These additional rows effectively fill up the memory of the system as shown below for the transition between a block starting with the sequence [a b c] and one starting with [x y z] Due to the circularity of the blocks two different start sets may include the same rows of X. To generate U all the possible start sets are searched through, omitting any that will cause repetition, until all the rows from X have been included in the blocks. As 0 will always be an element of one of the sets in a block it is only necessary to search through the possible sets {0, i 2, i 3 ... i s } for which i 2 ≤ i 3 ≤... ≤ i s . The permutation S is constructed at the same time so that it is possible to check that a start set has not been included in an earlier block.
It is possible that some blocks may repeat in less than M rows giving a few repeated rows in the input matrix. This occurrence has been predicted for up to N = 6 and M = 4095 and has been found to be very small compared to the length of the test sequence. The exact length of the test sequence will depend on the number of blocks that repeat in less than M rows; for no occurrences it is 2L -L/M samples. For the predicted occurrences the length never exceeds 2L so giving a good estimate of the test sequence length.
Practical implementation and algorithm summary
The system to be modelled is assumed to have known memory of less than M and maximum nonlinearity order N. The value of M is restricted to M = 2 q -1 for q a positive integer. This gives L coefficients to solve where L = f(M, N) as defined by eqn. 9. In advance of measuring such a system, matrices and A (old)p for p = 1 ... N are generated and stored. The largest matrix to invert for up to a sixth-order system is of dimension 20 × 20 and is nonsingular. A binary MLS of length M is generated using the appropriate shift register [12] . The test sequence of the desired peak level is generated from this MLS giving the required multilevel sequence which is approximately 2L samples long. At the same time the permutation matrix S is generated and stored in the form of a vector which is of the same length as the test sequence. The measurement process may then be carried out: (i) The test sequence is applied to the system and the observation vector y is permuted by the permutation S, reducing it in size to L samples.
(ii) The elements in g for which sets tagging the rows contain only one value are solved using the same rows in y by the relationship g (new)1n = y 1n , stage 1 in the solution.
(iii) The elements in g for which sets tagging the rows contain two different values are solved using the same rows in y and the elements solved in stage 1. (iv) The previous process is carried out for rows with three to N different values stage by stage using elements solved in the previous stages until all of g has been solved. The Volterra kernels are obtained from the Wiener model coefficients by a change of basis eqn. 19. This requires the vector Q r g r which has been measured to be expanded to the symmetrical form g r which will be much larger. This gives us the largest vector that has to be operated on as g N of dimension M N . The implemented method uses a minimal set of excitations and makes use of a sparse matrix method to achieve an efficient solution. However, applying any Volterra filter identification scheme to actual system modelling results in a very large number of coefficients that have to be determined with a corresponding large number of test sequence samples and number of operations to achieve the result.
A solution to the coefficient size problem has been developed by Reed and Hawksford [20] . The reduction technique makes use of properties of the device under test, determined before the modelling procedure, to limit the search space for a Volterra test algorithm. The
technique described [20] is independent of the Volterra modelling algorithm used so that it may be implemented using the method described in this paper to give practical system measurements.
Example results
The nonlinear system shown in Fig. 4 was simulated by a computer using multipliers and FIR filters. The total memory of the system is 33 samples and the maximum order of nonlinearity 3. The model to be used has M = 63 and N = 3 giving 45759 coefficients to be solved and a test sequence of 90875 samples. It takes of the order 10 6 operations to obtain the coefficients from the measurement and a further order 10 7 to transform the coefficients into the Volterra kernel values.
The first two kernels of the system are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The third-order kernel cannot be easily represented so a section through it is shown in Fig. 7 with the third time axis kept fixed to display the highest points in the kernel.
The results given are for an ideal system without noise. To simulate more realistic process conditions the modelling procedure was repeated with noise added to the output of the system. The noise was simulated with a bandlimited, sampled, gaussian random variable. The modelling parameters were the same as the first example with a peak test signal amplitude of 1.0. The units of all the signal powers and results are arbitrary but all are relative to the test signal amplitude of 1.0. Table 3 gives the levels of all of the components of the output of the system and the ratio of noise to signal components.
The results for the system with added noise were subtracted from the first set of results to give the errors which are recorded in Table 4 . As the kernel spaces have information which is quite localised it is most useful to use the ratio of the peak error and the peak in the kernel, given in the Table, as a comparative measure. It can be seen from Tables 3 and 4 that the order of the ratios of peak errors corresponds to the ratio of the noise to signal components. This result shows that the solution process does not decrease the sensitivity of the measurement to noise for the example given. The conditioning of the problem would suggest that the error in the results due to noise should be increased. For example, Table 2 shows there could be an increase in error from noise for the first kernel result of up to a factor of 7.56, while the actual result shows a decrease in sensitivity of error owing to noise. This is not unusual as the condition number is known to give the upper limit for the sensitivity of a problem to noise and can often be pessimistic [21] .
Conclusions
We have shown that the discrete Volterra filter is equivalent to a Wiener model that uses a parallel set of discrete linear filters to represent the memory of the system. The impulse responses of these filters are a set of functions that form an orthonormal basis so allowing the Volterra kernels to be transformed directly to the coefficients of the Wiener model. A maximum length sequence was used to construct the set of orthonomal functions by suitably scaling and adding a constant to the sequence. When the same functions are applied in a time reversed form to the Wiener model they form a set of delta functions at the output of the linear sections. By using a test sequence made up of combinations of these functions summed together it is possible to stimulate the coefficients of the Wiener model in such a way as to solve them efficiently. It has been shown that this can be implemented as a sparse matrix operation. The sparse matrix is broken down into many identical sets of small matrices that can be inverted by a standard matrix inversion package. The coefficients of the Wiener model are then obtained in stages by back substituting solutions from earlier stages until every coefficient is determined.
The coefficients of the Wiener model can be used directly to model the system however, unlike the Volterra kernels, they have no readily interpretable physical significance. The Volterra kernels are obtained from the Wiener model coefficients by a change of basis that uses existing algorithms to improve the efficiency of the operation.
A simulated nonlinear system has been given to demonstrate the method. The example shows that the process to change basis between the Wiener model coefficients and the Volterra kernels dominates over the determination of the coefficients both in terms of operation count and storage requirements.
The measurement method has only been discussed for strictly discrete systems. It is expected that the conditioning of the LMS solution will limit the accuracy of practical measurements. This problem has been reduced by applying a minimisation scheme that adjusts the relative amplitudes of the test sequence to give the optimal conditioning for the solution.
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